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Summers v Repatriation Commission - administrative law - veterans’ entitlements - Veterans’ 
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Summers v Repatriation Commission [2012] FCAFC 104 

Full Court of Federal Court of Australia 

Gilmour, Perram & Jagot JJ 

Administrative law - war veterans’ entitlements - applicant made unsuccessful application to 

Veterans’ Review Board (Board) for review of decision of Repatriation Commission refusing 

special rate pension sought under s24 Veterans’ Entitlement Act 1986 (Cth) (Act) - applicant sought 

review of Board’s decision by Administrative Appeals Tribunal (AAT) - AAT found applicant not 

suffering post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) or war-caused alcohol dependence and therefore 

not entitled to special rate pension - applicant appealed decision of AAT - primary judge found no 

error in AAT’s approach to PTSD and alcohol dependence - whether AAT erred in approach to 

alcohol dependence - whether AAT considered different diagnostic criteria for alcohol 

dependence as required by applicable statements of principles under the Act - whether AAT took 

into account irrelevant considerations. 
Summers (I, G) 

Summers - decision at first instance  

 

ACE Insurance Ltd v Trifunovski (No 2) [2012] FCA 793 

Federal Court of Australia 

Perram J 

Employment law - existence of employment relationship between parties determined in prior 

judgment of the court - parties seeking assessment of annual and long-service leave entitlements 

of insurance agents (employees) and determination of civil penalties for failure of insurance 

company (employer) to pay entitlements - method of calculation of entitlements - rate of pay at 

which annual leave to be paid - whether employees’ commissions constitute salary for purposes of 

calculating annual leave - whether relevant award allows for pro-rating of long service leave - 

consideration of s179 of former Workplace Relations Act 1996 (Cth) (Act) as source of power to order 

recovery of unpaid entitlements - consideration of s178 of Act as source of power to impose 

penalty - consideration of punishment and deterrence as purposes of civil penalties - assessment 

of penalties - nature and extent of employer’s conduct which led to breaches - circumstances in 

which conduct took place. 

ACE Insurance (I, B) 

ACE Insurance - prior decision of Federal Court  
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Rinehart v Welker (No 3) [2012] NSWCA 228 

Court of Appeal of New South Wales 

Bathurst CJ; Beazley & McColl JJA 

Costs - respondents sought orders removing applicant Mrs Gina Rinehart as trustee of trust - 

applicants (Mrs Gina Rinehart and Ms Ginia Rinehart) sought stay of proceedings and orders 

under s7 Court Suppression and Non-publication Orders Act 2010 (NSW) (Act) - media interests 

intervened to oppose making of suppression orders - Mrs Rinehart obtained suppression orders 

under the Act - primary judge refused stay but made further interim suppression order pending 

determination of application of leave to appeal - media interests unsuccessfully sought to set aside 

order - applicants sought leave to appeal and applied for orders suppressing publication of 

material pertinent to Court of Appeal proceedings - Tobias AJA made certain suppression orders - 

respondents made application for review of decision - Court of Appeal discharged orders of 

Tobias AJA - applicants applied for stay of orders until determination of application for special 

leave to appeal to the High Court - court granted short stay up to and including 3 February 2012 - 

respondents seeking costs of application to Court of Appeal - media interests also seek costs of 

application together with costs of applications before primary judge - whether costs should follow 

event - whether achievement of limited stay provides basis to refuse costs to successful party - 

whether applicants acted reasonably in seeking stay - whether respondents and media interests 

acted unreasonably in opposing stay - whether question before court was of sufficient importance 

to warrant refusal of costs to successful party - whether costs payable before conclusion of 

proceedings. 

Rinehart (I, B, C, G) 

Rinehart - decision at first instance  

 

Milich v The Council of the City of Canterbury (No 2) [2012] NSWSC 450 

Supreme Court of New South Wales 

Davies J 

Torts - personal injury - plaintiff brought proceedings against employer and third party - both 

employer and third party found liable - whether indemnity available to employer under s151Z 

Workers Compensation Act 1987 (NSW) and, if indemnity available, what amounts should be 

included in indemnity - parties requesting court’s determination of amounts to be made on basis 

of principle with parties’ agreement to perform calculations based on determination - 

consideration of amounts in relation to whole person impairment, pain and suffering, weekly 

compensation payments and treatment expenses.  

Milich (I) 

 

 

 

 

http://www.caselaw.nsw.gov.au/action/PJUDG?jgmtid=159880
http://www.caselaw.nsw.gov.au/action/pjudg?jgmtid=156605
http://www.caselaw.nsw.gov.au/action/PJUDG?jgmtid=158385
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Ballard v Multiplex [2012] NSWSC 825 

Supreme Court of New South Wales 

McDougall J 

Costs - indemnity costs - application for special costs orders - plaintiff sued defendants alleging 

conspiracy to drive plaintiff out of demolition industry - plaintiff’s claim dismissed with order 

that plaintiff pay defendants’ costs - defendants seeking order for part of costs to be paid on 

indemnity basis - defendants relied on offer of compromise or alternatively Calderbank letter - 

consideration of timing of offer of compromise - whether reasonable period of time for 

consideration of offer as per r20.26 (7)(b) Uniform Civil Procedure Rules 2005 (NSW) - purpose of 

rules in relation to offers of compromise - discretion to otherwise order in respect of indemnity 

costs - s56 of the Civil Procedure Act 2005 (NSW) - just quick and cheap resolution of real issues in 

dispute - whether offer of compromise should be characterised as distraction - whether 

unreasonable for plaintiff to reject Calderbank letter.  

Ballard (I, C) 

 

Chapman v Commonwealth Bank of Australia [2012] VSCA 162 

Court of Appeal of Victoria  

Harper & Tate JJA 

Banking - appellant defaulted on each of two loans obtained from respondent: a home loan and a 

line of credit - parties accept that the first loan is subject to provisions of the Consumer Credit 

(Victoria) Code 1995 (Vic) (the Code) - home loan contained acceleration clause - whether 

procedures adopted by respondent in pursuit of claimed rights as appellant’s creditor lawful - 

whether respondent’s letter of demand in relation to home loan gave notice of default on 

mortgage payments in compliance with s80 of the Code and satisfied preconditions for operation 

of acceleration clause as required by s85(1) of the Code - whether letter of demand in relation to 

line of credit complied with s80 of the Code and s76 of the Transfer of Land Act 1958 (Vic) - whether 

the line of credit governed by the Code - whether respondent required to serve further notice or 

give appellant further time to meet obligations under the home loan. 

Chapman (B) 

Commonwealth Bank of Australia - decision at first instance  
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